EcoDam, which suggests a similar mechanism of DNA recognition (14, 15) . In
EcoDam and T4Dam, the target base is flipped out of the DNA helix (10, 11) , which most likely is also happening in the M.EcoRV-DNA complex (16) . Given the fact, that both enzymes methylate the second adenine in a GAT sequence, an alignment of the GAT parts of both sequences appeared likely (20, 21 These results suggest that the DNA contact of R128 is an early contact between the enzyme and the DNA whose formation is followed by bending of the DNA and making of the contact between K11 and Gua1.
Experimental procedures
Oligonucleotides -Oligonucleotides were purchased from Thermo Hybaid (Ulm, Germany The band shift assay was carried out as previously described (17) . In 20 µl, the reaction mixtures contained 50 mM HEPESNaOH, pH 7.0, 1 mM EDTA, 100 mM NaCl, 
Results and Discussion
We applied double mutant cycles for the (Fig. 4) .
DNA bending by EcoRV variants -Given the observation that K11 and R128
recognize the inner and outer base pair of the EcoRV sequence, we wanted to determine the effect of an exchange of one of these residues to alanine on DNA binding specificity and DNA bending. Therefore, DNA binding by K11A, Q13A, R128A and R145A was studied by gel retardation experiments. All four proteins showed reduced DNA binding such that higher protein concentrations had to be used. Under these conditions, non-specific binding was observed as well (Fig. 4) and the specifically shifted band was only detectable with K11A, Q13A and R128A. However, the difference in the relative mobility of the M and E fragments was much smaller with the variants (Fig. 4) . This result could mean that either specificity of DNA binding is reduced and many complexes bind and bend at nonspecific sites or that specific binding no longer led to DNA bending. In order to distinguish between these alternatives, and Our results allow arranging some of steps in enzyme DNA interaction in their temporal order (Fig. 8) . DNA MTases localize their target site by linear diffusion (39, 40) . All results in B-D are averaged over 3-5 independent experiments, the error bars denote the standard error of the mean. by ↑, the lower detection limit of the variants' activity was used to calculate a lower estimate for the increase in specificity. In cases marked by the * no bar is shown, because the relative activity of the wild type with this substrate was below the detection limit of activity for the variant. The experiments were carried out with two DNA substrates of equal length, each bearing a single M.EcoRV site which was located centrally in the fragment labeled with M ("middle") and towards the end of the molecule in the fragment labeled with E ("end").
Figure legends
B) Quantitative analysis of the relative mobility of the E and M fragments in 3-5 independent gels.
For each experiment, µE and µM were determined and their ratio plotted in the figure as one line.
The thicker line labeled with an asterisk represents the average value. G1A  G1T  G1C  T3G  T3A  T3C  A4G  A4T  A4C  T5G  T5A  T5C G1A  G1T  G1C  T3G  T3A  T3C  A4G  A4T  A4C  T5G  T5A  T5C G1A  G1T  G1C  T3G  T3A  T3C  A4G  A4T  A4C  T5G  T5A  T5C G1A  G1T  G1C  T3G  T3A  T3C  A4G  A4T  A4C  T5G  T5A  T5C G1A  G1T  G1C  T3G  T3A  T3C  A4G  A4T  A4C  T5G  T5A  T5C G1A  G1T  G1C  T3G  T3A  T3C  A4G  A4T  A4C  T5G  T5A  T5C G1A  G1T  G1C  T3G  T3A  T3C  A4G  A4T  A4C  T5G  T5A  T5C G1A  G1T  G1C  T3G  T3A  T3C  A4G  A4T  A4C  T5G  T5A  T5C G1A  G1T  G1C  T3G  T3A  T3C  A4T  A4C  T5G  T5A  T5C G1A  G1T  G1C  T3G  T3A  T3C  A4T  A4C  T5G  T5A  T5C G1A  G1T  G1C  T3G  T3A  T3C  A4G  A4T  A4C  T5G  T5A  T5C G1A  G1T  G1C  T3G  T3A  T3C  A4G  A4T  A4C  T5G  T5A  T5C G1A  G1T  G1C  T3G  T3A  T3C  A4G  A4T  A4C  T5G  T5A  T5C G1A  G1T  G1C  T3G  T3A  T3C  A4G  A4T  A4C  T5G  T5A  T5C G1A  G1T  G1C  T3G  T3A  T3C  A4G  A4T  A4C  T5G  T5A  T5C G1A  G1T  G1C  T3G  T3A  T3C  A4G  A4T  A4C  T5G  T5A  T5C G1A  G1T  G1C  T3G  T3A  T3C  A4T  A4C  T5G  T5A  T5C G1A  G1T  G1C  T3G  T3A  T3C  A4T  A4C  T5G  T5A  T5C G1A  G1T  G1C  T3G  T3A  T3C  A4G  A4T  A4C  T5G  T5A  T5C G1A  G1T  G1C  T3G  T3A  T3C  A4G  A4T  A4C  T5G  T5A  T5C G1A  G1T  G1C  T3G  T3A  T3C  A4G  A4T  A4C  T5G  T5A  T5C G1A  G1T  G1C  T3G  T3A  T3C  A4G  A4T  A4C  T5G  T5A  T5C C6T Specifcity factor (S) Average of bending angle in the second peak (50-70°) 60.9° (± 3.7°)
Complexes showing bending of 50-70° at the EcoRV site 42% (of protein bound to segments 14)
Complexes showing a bending of 50-70° not at EcoRV site 40% (of all proteins bound to segments 1-13)
Complexes 
